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It is now official: since June 30th, exhibitions and fairs can be 
held again, without any size limit. This is excellent news for 
all French people, and especially for professionals. Indeed, 
exhibitions and fairs are essential events, which allow them to 
make themselves known and to develop their sales.

Thus, after 15 months without any event or gathering, the 
whole hairdressing and beauty sector is looking forward to 
a physical recovery. And it is just around the corner: from 
September 4 to 6, professionals will be able to meet at the 
MCB by Beauté Sélection fair in Paris.

This year more than ever, it is essential to be together, at the 
right time and in the right place, to interact with our peers, and 
to face the challenges of economic recovery together.

Editorial

Our goal in organizing this unique fair is to create positive 
emotions between visitors and professional actors. We are 
looking forward to reconnecting with the collective, vibrating 
in unison, discovering new trends, and celebrating the success 
of passionate professionals.

The MCB by Beauté Sélection fair amplifies this experience 
of community and exchange. It creates out-of-the-box 
meeting times, to connect to the market and to new customer 
segments: these moments are essential for collaboration, 
innovation, creativity, and the development of new business 
relationships.

We therefore invite all beauty and hairdressing professionals 
to join us from Saturday, September 4 to Monday, September 
6 in Paris, Porte de Versailles. Our teams are looking forward 
to welcoming exhibitors and visitors to experience intense 
moments of communication and bonding – while respecting 
the sanitary measures adapted to the salons and validated by 
the authorities.

Christophe Gabreau, President of Standing-Events and 
organizer of MCB by Beauté Sélection.



A prestigious showcase for companies in the beauty and 
hairdressing sector

PART 1
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A rich and inspiring salon

MCB by Beauté Sélection Paris is a fair dedicated to hair and 
beauty professionals. Every year, for two and a half days, it 
allows exhibitors and visitors to connect with the market and 
new customer segments, to present and discover innovations 
and trends.

MCB by Beauté Sélection Paris is the leading event in the hair 
and beauty industry and a prestigious showcase that attracts a 
lot of professional visitors every year. It features a rich program, 
with masterclasses, workshops, fashion shows, conferences, 
round tables, competitions, presentations of new collections and 
original performances.

The fair is structured around 6 universes: hair cosmetics, white 
label & packaging, services & furniture, nails & make-up, men’s 
care & beard, and store/shopping.

MCB by Beauté Sélection has been designed for buyers, decision 
makers, professionals, and future professionals of the sector. It 
meets their expectations and allows them to identify the right 
products and trends, to get inspired to create and recreate, to 
show their techniques and know-how, and to meet the sector’s 
top experts.

MCB by Beauté Sélection Paris in figures
• More than 200 exhibitors.

• 400 brands.

• Professional visitors from the hair and beauty industry.

• 45 000 m2 of exhibition space.

• 12 hours of high fashion hairstyle shows.

This year, to allow everyone to live a unique experience in 
complete safety, the fair will take place in compliance with health 
standards.
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360° stage (Trends & creations)

This 360°, 5 by 5 meters stage has a capacity of 400 seats. It will present 
a fresh perspective of European trends and creations, and Made in 
France creativity. Many speakers will be present, including Julien Tur, 
the tiktoker Lisa B. Pro, Michaelangelo Marenco, Thierry Bordenave, 
Ludovic Geheniaux, Pascal Lombardo, Stéphane Amaru, Morgane 
Hilgers, Anthony Galifot and many others...

Brand stage

This stage will be entirely dedicated to technical workshops and 
demonstrations for and by the brands present. A true showcase 
of innovation, it allows them to highlight their products, techniques 
and solutions. Private workshops are available by invitation. A real 
platform for brands such as Wahl, Calligraphy Cut, Cerfrance, 
Mashiro, Coiffeurs en France or  Thierry Bordenave, Jean-Christophe 
Robelot, Christelle Nouviaire, Daw Mbaye and Marc Dugast...

4 stages to discover exceptional events

Main Stage

The Main Stage will host more than 12 hours of high fashion hairstyle 
shows by the most prestigious brands in the industry. A place of 
creativity, excellence and inspiration, the Main Stage will present the 
new collections and major trends of the season.

Visitors will be able to discover the new collections of Joey Scandizzo 
for Eleven, Scapicchio for O’Barbershop, Damien Roux for Didact, 
Raphaël Perrier for AG2R, Loris Hug, Beata Bourillon  Ladys, Christophe 
Nicolas Biot for Wella, Cyril Bazin and Guillaume Fort for Delorme, 
intercoiffure...

Conferences

A space will be reserved for conferences and round tables with 
targeted themes: business development, the crisis and new 
opportunities, care and make-up for black skin, international trends 
and innovations, eco-responsible initiatives in salons and institutes etc...
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Hair Artist Award, a new exclusive competition

Organized in partnership with the Raphaël Perrier Academy and 
UNEC, the Hair Artist Award is one of the biggest hairdressing 
competitions ever held in France. For its first edition in France, 
the competition will crown two winners: the best hairdresser 
and the best apprentice.

The best hairdresser will win a trip to Los Angeles to join Coiffeur 
en France’s artistic team. The best apprentice will win a place 
in the French hairdressing team to participate in the next world 
championship in 2022.

The competition is organized in three stages :

Pre-selection phase : women’s cut test. A masterclass 
is conducted by an ambassador hairdresser, and the 200 
professionals must replicate the hairstyle. 50 candidates 
will be selected at the end of this test.

Selection phase : men’s cut test. Candidates are 
presented with photos and must use them as inspiration 
for the test. 10 candidates are then selected.

Final phase : bun test. This is a free event, with a variation 
for the apprentices who can be accompanied by their 
trainer or mentor.

New Face

This competition organized by L’éclaireur is open to all hairdressers 
under 29 years of age whose creative universes are constructed, 
coherent and elegant. They must create a mini-collection of 4 visuals in 
a free and editorial style, but not avant-garde, in feminine or masculine 
hairstyles (cut, styling and coloring, with possible use of hairpieces). 
The awards ceremony will take place on the main stage of the MCB 
by Beauté Sélection.

Competitions to reveal talents
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7th edition of The Emergent Talent in partnership with 
Estetica (The Mentor)

Organized in partnership with Estetica, this event allows 8 young 
international talents spotted by 4 mentors to compete in a unique 
battle. After 3 hours of preparation backstage, they have 20 minutes to 
reveal their creative universe and showcase their creations on the 360° 
stage of the MCB by Beauté Sélection. At the end of the time limit, a 
vote will be taken by the members of the jury and the public to elect 
the emergent talent of 2021..

The mentors and their talents :

• Agnès Soronellas: Coline Bourdère and Jordan Joly

• Pascal Lombardo: Alexis Carles and Nina Escorneboueu

• Sandrine Ruiz: Laurane Cagnard and Noriann Igel

• Loris Hug: Stéphanie Michel and Megane Saliou

Date : Monday, September 6, from 11:30am to 12:30pm on the 360° 
stage and award ceremony on the main stage at 1:45pm.

The Grand Prix de l’Innovation

Organized in partnership with L’Éclaireur, this Grand Prize 
for Innovation rewards the initiatives of companies and 
professionals. It is open to all hair salons, franchises and salon 
groups, as well as agencies and consulting firms working with 
salons. Its objectives are to promote the implementation of 
innovative actions and services, to highlight new talents, and 
to involve the entire sector in a dynamic of excellence.

Prizes will be awarded in several categories :

• Development with a disruptive and innovative strategy 
for the customer (e-commerce, click and collect, omni-
channel, concept store, etc.).

• New services to strengthen the brand image and customer 
engagement (customer journey, innovation of offers and 
services).

• Digital strategy (digital applications, relationship sites and 
programs, social media, use of data).

• Social, societal or environmental impact (responsible 
consumption, local development, resource conservation, 
waste reduction).

Applications will be scored on their ability to transform the 
hairdressing sector and the innovative nature of their proposal. 
The awards will be presented on the main stage on Monday, 
September 6. The winner of the Grand Prize for Innovation will 
receive a trip to the CES (Consumer Electronics Show) in Las 
Vegas in January 2022 as well as an advertising campaign in 
L’Éclaireur magazine.

Applications are open until August 23 on the website www.
mcbbybeauteselection.com.

http://www.mcbbybeauteselection.com
http://www.mcbbybeauteselection.com
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As we are still undergoing a global  health crisis, this particular 
edition of the MCB by Beauté Sélection innovates by mixing 
physical and virtual audience. The objective is to make the live 
event and the digital content complementary, to better meet the 
expectations of brands and professionals. There are three aspects 
to this strategy :

• A mobile application dedicated to the fair.  It will connect 
visitors and exhibitors, as well as exhibitors with each other, 
before the fair. It will have all the practical information you need: 
a 3D map of the fair, the list of exhibitors, the program, catering 
points and good deals. It will also be used as an access badge. 
It will be available from mid-August on the stores.

What’s new in 2021: towards a hybrid fair

• Digitalized communication supports. This year, there will be 
no paper catalog: the whole program will be available on the 
website and the fair’s application.

• The digital platform Hair Beauty 365. Hair Beauty 365 is a 
web space for information, meetings and collaboration that 
will open in September 2021. It will be available all year, 24/7. 
It aims to strengthen the bonds between the different actors 
of the hairdressing and beauty sector throughout the year by 
creating a dynamic community. Shows, meetings, etc... During 
events, creation of exclusive content (videos, podcasts, articles, 
trend books, white paper, formation...) : All of it will be split into 
4 main parts, with the objective of bettering customer relation: 
French Beauty, Tendances, Création, Beauté du futur, Apprenez 
des meilleurs... A marketplace will be open for two months for 
the exhibiting brands. 
The platform will be launched in September 2021.
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Program

SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 5TH

360° workshop
• Disconnected haircut by TAO Education with Julien Tur, from 

10:30am to 11:15am.

• Contemporary classics by Michaelangelo Marenco, from 
11:30am to 12:15 pm.

• Pascal Lombardo, from 1pm to 1:45pm.

• Ludovic Geheniaux, from 2 to 2:45pm.

• 2 techniques, 2 models to develop your creativity by Thierry 
Bordenave, from 3:00pm to 3:45pm.

• Raphaël Perrier, from 4:00pm to 4:45pm

• Choosing your makeup according to your hair color by Morgane 
Hilgers, from 5:00pm to 5:30pm.

Main stage
• Joey Scandizzo for Eleven Australia, from 11am to 11:30am: an 

ode to connection, love and happiness.

• O’barbershop, Sunday September 5 from 12:10pm to 12:40pm.

• Canopee by Beata Bourillon & LADYS, from 1:20pm to 1:50pm: 
a presentation of our plant and animal world, which everyone 
should commit to preserving, by the author of the hairstyling 
and chignon book Lady in Paris.

• “Je suis venu te dire que je m’en vais” (“I have come to tell you I 
am leaving”) by Christophe Nicolas Biot for Wella, from 2:30pm 
to 3:00pm.

• Cyril Bazin and Guillaume Fort for Delorme, from 3:40pm to 
4:10pm: a show that brings together a specialist in men and a 
specialist in women to celebrate the 140th anniversary of the 
Delorme house.

• Intercoiffure, from 4:50pm to 5:20pm.

• Hair Artist Awards, from 6:00pm to 6:30pm.

Brand stage
• Freedom of Entrepreneurship for Hairdressers by Georges 

Durand from 10:30am to 11:15am.

• Workshow by Wahl from 11:30am to 12:51pm.

• How to Make Your Sales Boom by Thierry Bordenave from 
12:30pm to 13:15pm.

• How to do Business Post-Covid? (“To Change is to Dare!”) by 
Jean-Christophe Robelot from 1:30pm to 2:15pm.

• Workshow by Mashiro from 2:45pm to 3:30pm.

• Morphopsychology applied to the image by Marc Dugast from 
3:00pm to 3:45pm.

• Workshow by Coiffeurs en France from 4:30pm to 5:15pm.

• Workshow by Caligraphy Cut from 5:30 to 6:15 pm.
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MONDAY SEPTEMBER 6TH

360° workshop
• Be creative by Anthony Galifot, from 10:30am to 11:15am. A 

conference on creativity that answers several questions: where 
does creativity come from? What is its process, its trigger, its 
keys? How to find your own process? What neurological and 
cognitive processes are involved? How to channel creativity ?

• The Emergent Talent 2021 competition, from 11:30am to 12:30pm.

• Yohan Menzoyan for Mashiro, from 12:45pm to 13:45pm.

• Bipolar cuts by Stéphane Amaru, from 2:00pm to 2:30pm.

• Black Pearl by Lisa.B.Pro, from 3pm to 3:30pm.

Main stage
• Damien Roux for Didact, from 12pm to 12:30pm.

• A day on earth by Raphaël Perrier for Ag2R, from 1:00pm to 
1:30pm.

• Presentation of the Emergent Talent 2021 prize, from 1:45 pm 
to 1:55 pm.

• Loris Hug, from 2:00pm to 2:30pm.

• Presentation of the New Face 2021 award, from 2:45 to 2:55 pm.

• Presentation of the Hair Artist Award, from 3:00pm to 3:30pm.

• Presentation of the Grand Prix de l’Innovation, from 3:45pm to 
3:55pm.

Brand stage
• Digital marketing for small businesses by Cerfrance from 

11:00am to 11:45am.

• Workshow by Wahl from 12:00pm to 12:45pm.

• Workshow by Calligraphy Cut from 1:00pm to 1:45pm.

• Good CSR practices in the beauty sector by Christelle Nouviaire 
from 2:00pm to 2:45pm.

• Keys to successful makeup on black, dark and mixed race skin 
by Daw Mbaye from 3:00pm to 3:45pm.



A unique concept that combines creativity, innovation, 
meetings and exchanges

PART 2
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The fair’s DNA : 
creativity, innovation 

and trends

The MCB by Beauté Sélection fair brings 
together in one place the best of French 
and international artistic creativity. At the 
heart of the trends, it has become over the 
years a world-renowned fair, where you can 
discover the most talented actors of the hair 
and beauty industry.

MCB by Beauté Sélection has become a 
trend-setter and a source of inspiration for 
professionals from around the world. The 
event’s rich program reflects the excellence 
of its creative commitment: it combines 
original artistic performances, new l ive 
col lect ions ,  s tage per formances ,  and 
interventions by French and international 
celebrities who share their novel perspectives 
on hair and makeup.

In addition to being a creative and artistic 
reference show, MCB by Beauté Sélection is 
the meeting place for an entire profession. It 
is a place to meet internationally renowned 
personalities, to exchange with peers, and to 
see new talents emerge.

13
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Corporate Social Responsibility 
and IMPACT label

It’s important for us to take into consideration sustainability. We must 
evaluate the event’s impact on the environment from its beginning to 
its end and minimize it accordingly.

We have created the « IMPACT » label in order to show what the event 
and everyone participating in it are doing in terms of corporate social 
responsibility.

This label aims to help the cosmetic industry be more sustainable in 
the future.

During the MCB by Beauté Selection, we will emphasize on the 
selective sorting of waste with the deployment of selective sorting 
before, during and after the event.

A partnership with Capillum company will also help gather all of the hair 
cut on the scenes and the stands. They will then be recycled.

Capillum, a hair recycling company, built iyself with circular 
economy in mind. It has built an eco-friendly business model, 
from the recycling of the hair to its transformation. Capillum give 
hairs a second life after collecting them from hairdressers and 
its supporters. They are then recycled and used in three different 
industries : medical research, agriculture and hydrocarbon 
absorbent.

14
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MCB by Beauté Sélection, from September 4 to 6, 2021 - Paris 
Porte de Versailles.

Price (registration required): free entry for professionals with a 
SIRET number. 36 € per day for non-professionals, or 3-day pass 
at 54 €.

Online registration : on www.mcbbybeauteselection.com and 
on Facebook.

Training centers and schools : The salon offers admission to 
schools and training centers that offer a university curriculum 
related to hairdressing, aesthetics, nail prosthetics and makeup.

Transportation :

• Metro : Line 12 – Porte de Versailles station.

• Bus : Line 39– 49– PC1– 80 – Porte de Versailles station.

• Tramway : Lines T2 and T3 – Porte de Versailles station.

An adapted
sanitary protocol

The sanitary protocol is as follows :

• Access subject to presentation of a health pass 
(negative PCR or antigen test  no earlier than 48h, proof 
of full vaccination or proof of recovery ( dated more 
than two weeks and less than 6 months) ;

• Dematerialized badge ;

• Wearing a mask is mandatory ;

• Differentiated entry and exit ;

• No indoor changing room, but installation of an outdoor  
non-contact changing room ;

• Disinfection of contact surfaces between users by 
exhibitors using wipes and hydroalcoholic solution ;

• Prohibition of hand-to-hand distribution of flyers and 
documents.

Practical information

https://www.mcbbybeauteselection.com/
https://www.facebook.com/MCB.MondialCoiffureBeaute
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Read more
Website : https://www.mcbbybeauteselection.com/

 https://www.facebook.com/MCB.
MondialCoiffureBeaute

 https://www.instagram.com/mcb_by_bs/

 https://www.linkedin.com/in/mcb-by-beaute-
selection-2b3a797a/

Standing-Events agency website : https://www.standing-
events.com/

Press contact
Hélène Duriez - Communication manager

Email : hduriez@standing-events.com

Phone : 03 28 07 32 95
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